No doubt the issue of )ews-in-Germany is just as complex in Dresden as elsewhere in that country, but in Dresden Jews are linked, as in few other places in Germany, to the memory of a synagogue that was once a prominent element in Dresden's urban silhouette. It was part of a row of monarchical and administrative buildings that lined the bluffs over-looking the Elbe River and that formed the representational identity of the city. But the synagogue's significance lies not so much in its uniqueness as in the fact that it was wrapped up in the broader history of the city. It had not only been firebombed but, like the rest of the city's center, destroyed in the devastating and needless Allied bombardment at the end of the Second World War.5 And after the war, the rubble was all bulldozed away by socialist urban planners to make room for a vast tabula rasa-over two square miles of it!-on which a new ideal socialist city was to rise (Fig. 2) former government buildings, palaces, and museums. » The result is a concatenation of buildings, which, when viewed from certain angles, are now identical down to the last finial to what was there before the war (Fig. 3 ).
Dresden's Synagogue lies at that southern end of the newly established Kulturmeile, as it is now called (Fig. 4 ). But reconstruction of the original building would be nonsensical. The site had been seriously altered by a near-by socialist-era bridge. The new building thus has to be a contemporary one. But in an age with little faith in its capacity to equal the great urban architecture of the past, the decision for a new building has had fateful consequences.
The winning entry, coming from the firm Wandel, Hoefer, Lorch from Saarbrucken, calls for two almost-prismatic, whitish boxes, separated by a -garden (Fig. 5) .' It is a play of several operative abstractions. One points to 1930s High Modernism, another to a 1950s, Louis Kahn-esque grandeur, and another to the 1980s United States memorial minimalism. As such, the design is a modernist version of the hybridized ideology of the Kulturmeile. E But despite the seemingly up-to-date look of the building, it will never erase the problematics of rupture. If the status of the Frauenkirche has been elevated from a pile of rubble to become the living symbol of the restored city, i |s£-ile"sfsthe synagogue, without a religious community to nurture it, is demoted to the |os;>f »5g«!a,?o'5.sg' status of a generic "Holocaust monument" (Fig. 6 ).™ There is thus set in play a series of problems that, though at some level inadvertent, are nonetheless t sl-i^i lift both inescapable and troubling. The "Friends of Dresden" web page, for I s example, celebrates the reconstruction of the Frauenkirche (Fig. 7) building, liis structure was celebrated in parades and speeches as an example of just how far the Jewish community had come in integrating itself into the image of Saxony." Not only does that ambition no longer have a place in the urban profile, but any future effort at integration is made impossible. Jews, once again set off as outsiders, are condemned to the prison house of their representative modernity. But since this is a building that has to be built, it will become forcefully transformed from a structure planned as an honor to memory into a de facto intruder. And so we have the bizarre situation in which the State, in trying to honor the presence of the Jews on the Elbe, forces them into conflicting postures respective to modernity, history, and memory that makes the whole enterprise fated to revive the perpetual crisis of Jews-in-German-history.
Construction will be no easy matter. The site is still covered not only by several meters ofrubble but also serves as the conduit for several of the city's major infrastructural pipelines. At stake is more than just a question of how to dig a foundation. The rubble has become a monument in its own right, which will raise numerous issues about memory and ownership. In other words, the "ground" on which this synagogue will be built-much like the "ground" on which the city itself rests-is an anxiety-provoking proposition.
The word "synagogue," therefore, has to remain in quotation marks. And yet one has to fight for the building as an expression of cultural healing. This double attitude can never be revealed all too openly, and, in revealing it now, I hope to turn the paradox of building in on itself. Bauen-as an ontological act-is not just building. But if Heidegger understood this all too well, preserving Bauen for only the most exalted and purified of purposes-possible only after a process of purification and destruction that he called Zerstorung had taken place-then this building inverts the premise." If German Jews, because they were until the nineteenth century at least largely excluded from the exalted world of agrarian land-ownership, were also excluded from the supposedly noble privilege of Bauen and its phenomenological reclamation of the soil, then this "building" forces us to value (and thus to historicize) that which is philosophically Unbaubar (unbuildable). It will have to remain physically and psychologically inaccessible. It will have to remain literally a billboard, for as a billboard it is a frank acknowledgment of the limits, both physically and politically, of the bureaucratic modernities that claim to speak for Jewish "memory." My critique is not leveled against the spirit of good will or against the certainly legitimate needs for healing. Rather, it focuses on the need to expose I Rg. 6. The Frauenkirche after its firebombing. . It also focuses on the need to offset the inevitable official proclamations that we are witnessing a victory over the problematics of past trauma. Civitas is not reducible to the positivities of urban accomplishment, especially when the implementation of healing is played out by a politics of simulation. In one case, the city assumes that its ennobling restorations of the Kulturmeile will not be debased by the banality of the tourist industry that is partially underwriting these efforts. And similarly, with the synagogue, the State assumes that its manifesto of good will protect it from any lingering guilt about a possible return of the repressed.
Discovering that politics, simulation, and architecture are fated to collapse into each other does not mean that we have to submit passively to the terrifying forces of politics and capital controlling the city's physical and representational forms. History is an indisputable metaphysical force in social consciousness, and it is thus out of this force-and its concealed mechanisms-that we should attempt to articulate the possibilities for an alternative urban architecture. But in preparation for that, one has to stand between the mechanisms of manipulation and diversion, on the one hand, and construction and affirmation, on the other. One must see the city as a transformational work operating out of, and on behalf of, forces that have various forms of effective and defective presences. To use a phrase from Adorno, but changing his word "art" to my words "the city," one can say that the city desires what has not yet been, even though everything that the city is has" already been. Only in finishing the city in this way do we preserve its dialectical incompletion. As a humanistic construct, the contemporary city may, thus, not be all that we hoped for, but, as an intellectual construct reflecting the incomplete geographies of belonging, it is more than one could ever have imagined.
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